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ABSTRACT

Geostationary satellite-derived atmospheric motion vectors (AMVs) have been used over several decades

in a wide variety of meteorological applications. The ever-increasing horizontal and vertical resolution of

numerical weather prediction models puts a greater demand on satellite-derived wind products to monitor

flow accurately at smaller scales and higher temporal resolution. The focus of this paper is to evaluate the

accuracy and potential applications of a newly developed experimental mesoscale AMV product derived

from Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite (GOES) imagery. The mesoscale AMV product is

derived through a variant on processing methods used within the University of Wisconsin—Madison Co-

operative Institute for Meteorological Satellite Studies (UW-CIMSS) AMV algorithm and features a sig-

nificant increase in vector density throughout the troposphere and lower stratosphere over current NOAA/

National Environmental Satellite, Data, and Information Service (NESDIS) processing methods for GOES-12

Imager data. The primary objectives of this paper are to 1) highlight applications of experimental GOES

mesoscale AMVs toward weather diagnosis and forecasting, 2) compare the coverage and accuracy of me-

soscale AMVs with the NOAA/NESDIS operational AMV product, and 3) demonstrate the utility of 6-min

NOAA Wind Profiler Network observations for satellite-derived AMV validation. Although the more

conservative NOAA/NESDIS AMV product exhibits closer statistical agreement to rawinsonde and wind

profiler observations than do the experimental mesoscale AMVs, a comparison of these two products for

selected events shows that the mesoscale product better depicts the circulation center of a midlatitude

cyclone, boundary layer confluence patterns, and a narrow low-level jet that is well correlated with subse-

quent severe thunderstorm development. Thus, while the individual experimental mesoscale AMVs may

sacrifice some absolute accuracy, they show promise in providing greater temporal and spatial flow detail that

can benefit diagnosis of upper-air flow patterns in near–real time. The results also show good agreement

between 6-min wind profiler and rawinsonde observations within the 700–200-hPa layer, with larger differ-

ences in the stratosphere, near the mean top of the planetary boundary layer, and just above the earth’s

surface. Despite these larger differences within select layers, the stability of the difference profile with height

builds confidence in the use of 6-min, ;404-MHz NOAA Wind Profiler Network observations to evaluate

and better understand satellite AMV error characteristics.

1. Introduction

For several decades, atmospheric motions deduced

from sequential multispectral geostationary satellite im-

agery have been commonly used by forecasters to help

define flow fields and weather system development. With

advances in computing power and satellite instrumenta-

tion technology, the spatial coverage, accuracy, and de-

tail of the flows depicted from satellites have improved

dramatically from the 1960s (Fujita et al. 1969) to the

present (Velden et al. 2005). Objectively determined

atmospheric motion vectors (AMVs) have been previ-

ously described within a wide variety of meteorological
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applications, such as NWP model data assimilation (Goerss

et al. 1998; LeMarshall et al. 1996; Leslie et al. 1998;

Xiao et al. 2002; Kelly et al. 2004), convective weather

forecasting (Negri and Vonder Haar 1980; Rabin et al.

2004; Mecikalski and Bedka 2006), and tropical cyclone

forecasting (Rodgers and Gentry 1983; Velden et al. 1992;

Dunion and Velden 2002).

Operational satellite data processing centers in the

United States, Europe, Asia, and Australia routinely

produce geostationary AMV datasets several times

during each day for the latitude band extending from

approximately 608S to 608N. Processing of these data-

sets has been primarily directed toward depiction of

larger-scale flow fields with reasonable accuracy for in-

put into global numerical models. However, current and

future generation regional mesoscale modeling efforts

are beginning to place an increasing demand on accu-

rate satellite-derived products to depict flow variability

at smaller scales and higher temporal resolution. Our

ability to meet this demand is governed by the spatial,

temporal, and spectral resolution of improving satellite

instrumentation, as well as assumptions and settings

inherent to automated AMV algorithms.

Bedka and Mecikalski (2005, hereinafter referred to

as BM05) introduced a new AMV processing metho-

dology that extends the current operational National

Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration/National En-

vironmental Satellite, Data, and Information Service

(NOAA/NESDIS) automated algorithm toward depic-

tion of mesoscale flows and their local variability. This

experimental mesoscale AMV processing methodology

was designed to track cloud and water vapor (WV) fea-

tures associated with convective clouds at multiple levels

within the troposphere, and includes an adjustment of

quality-control procedures to allow for significant devi-

ation from an NWP-based background wind analysis.

BM05 demonstrated these so-called mesoscale AMVs

within an algorithm that computes cumulus cloud-top

cooling rates, but did not quantitatively assess the rela-

tive accuracy of the AMV field.

The objectives of this study are 1) to demonstrate the

potential utility of the mesoscale AMV fields for qual-

itative diagnosis of upper-air flow patterns, 2) to quan-

tify their accuracy relative to collocated rawinsonde and

6-min NOAA 404-MHz wind profiler observations near

the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) Atmospheric

Radiation Measurement (ARM) Program Southern Great

Plains (SGP) Central Facility at Lamont, Oklahoma,

and 3) to demonstrate the utility of 6-min NOAA Wind

Profiler Network observations for satellite-derived AMV

validation.

Section 2 provides background information on past

efforts to extract mesoscale flow patterns from satellite,

in addition to a description of issues associated with

AMV validation. Section 3 highlights the qualitative ap-

plication of mesoscale AMVs to weather diagnosis and

forecasting. Section 4 describes the validation datasets

and methodology. Section 5 presents comparisons be-

tween winds derived from collocated AMVs, wind pro-

filer, and rawinsonde. Section 6 provides a discussion on

the study results. Section 7 summarizes the findings.

2. Background

a. Satellite-derived mesoscale flow identification

Current-generation AMV algorithms determine the

quality of their satellite-derived wind fields by measur-

ing both the spatial and temporal coherency of a given

vector [quality indicator (QI) analysis; Holmlund 1998]

and the agreement with an NWP model–based ‘‘first guess’’

background wind analysis (recursive filter analysis;

Hayden and Purser 1995). These scores are then used to

decide whether or not a given vector is included in the

final operational AMV data. This is done to assure that

the AMVs represent large-scale flow and therefore are

more likely to be preserved during NWP data assimi-

lation. However, in situations with complex mesoscale

flows, vectors that may accurately depict the conditions

present at the smallest scales can be rejected by these

quality-control algorithms because the satellite flow

greatly deviates from that represented by the often

coarse horizontal resolution background analysis.

Rabin et al. (2004) demonstrate the impact of reducing

the required AMV-background wind field agreement

for Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite

(GOES)-8 water WV AMVs (Velden et al. 2005). They

were able to capture upper-level divergence and vorticity

patterns with temporal and spatial resolution superior

to that possible from NOAA/NESDIS operational AMV

datasets (OPER hereinafter) and other observational

sources. The divergence and vorticity fields were shown to

be quite useful in diagnosing areas of upper-tropospheric

vertical motion, which can aid in forecasting future loca-

tions of convective storm development.

In the development of their experimental mesoscale

AMV product (MESO hereinafter), BM05 further ad-

just the AMV algorithm processing methods described

by Rabin et al. (2004) in that BM05 acquire MESO from

1-km visible (VIS) and 4-km infrared (IR) window im-

agery in addition to the water vapor imagery used by

Rabin et al. The MESO processing scheme represents a

variant of the OPER algorithm processing settings but

greatly increases the vector density that can be derived

from the current GOES-12 Imager throughout the tro-

posphere and lower stratosphere. Major changes include
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a reduction in both the required AMV agreement with

an NWP-based background wind analysis and the size of

target boxes that are tracked by the algorithm. Targets

in the VIS channel are also tracked up to the 100-hPa

level, providing high-density flow information from

cirrus clouds and convective storm outflow. A complete

summary of the primary differences between BM05,

MESO, and OPER processing is provided in Table 1.

The MESO product was developed as a means of

tracking clouds to monitor infrared cloud-top growth

rates for individual cumulus clouds in near–real time as

part of a convective storm initiation nowcast system

(Mecikalski and Bedka 2006). MESO are used to identify

the past locations of cumuliform cloud pixels without

concern for AMV accuracy relative to a ground-based

truth wind measurement. A convective cloud mask is

used to verify whether a predicted past pixel contains a

cumulus, thereby mitigating the impact of grossly errant

AMVs that could induce false alarms in their cloud-top

growth rate product.

BM05 show that their processing methodology in-

creases the number of vectors by a factor of 20 over

OPER for a severe thunderstorm event over the U.S.

southern plains. These vectors depicted flow regimes

associated with convective cloud-top outflow, midtropo-

spheric divergence, and convergence within a convective

boundary layer at significantly greater detail than vectors

from an OPER dataset. Jewett (2007) has also applied

MESO fields to derive realistic upper-tropospheric mo-

mentum fluxes for tropical convective cloud systems.

MESO are also being provided to select U.S. National

Weather Service offices across the upper Midwest to

acquire feedback on their potential utility in an opera-

tional weather forecasting environment.

b. Validation of satellite-derived motions

It is important to note here that, like any other ob-

serving system, satellite-derived AMVs are inherently

unable to perfectly depict the ‘‘true’’ flow at any given

point and level in the atmosphere, even if optimal AMV

target characteristics (horizontal dimension, cloud-top

opacity/emissivity) and time behavior are present. The

underlying assumptions of satellite-derived motion es-

timation are that features move 1) within a short-term

image sequence at a constant height level, 2) without

changing shape and acceleration, and 3) with speeds

equal to the true atmospheric flow at a given level over

the time interval of an image sequence. The first two

assumptions can be violated in convective cloud scenes,

especially if the image sequence separation time is large

compared to the magnitude of vertical motions. The

third assumption is difficult to evaluate with current

generation observing systems as no ‘‘perfect’’ wind

profiling instrument currently exists because of the

presence of both instrument errors and small-scale at-

mospheric variability. In addition, vertical momentum

transports occurring in ‘‘clear air’’ (i.e., cloud-free re-

gions) induced by cumulus cloud dynamics and phe-

nomena such as boundary layer eddies and gravity wave

circulations cannot be directly measured from satellite.

These transports can alter the actual flow measured by

in situ rawinsonde or wind profilers. Studies have also

shown that AMVs may better correspond to a layer of

appreciable atmospheric depth rather than a single-

level flow (Rao et al. 2002; Velden and Bedka 2009).

The depth of this layer depends on environmental char-

acteristics such as the vertical moisture distribution and

wind shear, and the height, height assignment method,

and type (satellite spectral channel, clear versus cloudy

target) of AMV being considered.

Table 2 provides a brief summary of the target, time

evolution behavior, and background wind analysis

characteristics that would lead to an optimal AMV flow

estimate using geostationary imagery. Because many of

these guidelines cannot be fully satisfied with current

generation operational satellite instrumentation, an ap-

preciable portion of the AMV versus rawinsonde and

profiler differences in this study could be related to

deviations from these guidelines. It should also be noted

that a combination of rawinsonde/profiler measurement

errors, collocation matching–induced errors, and at-

mospheric temporal/spatial variability can contribute to

TABLE 1. A summary of the primary differences in processing settings between MESO and OPER.

AMV algorithm parameter MESO setting OPER setting

Target box size 5 3 5 pixels

(;25 km2 for VIS and

;400 km2 for IR and WV)

15 3 15 pixels

(;225 km2 for VIS and

;3600 km2 for IR and WV)

VIS AMV height range 1000–100 hPa 1000–600 hPa

Min allowed recursive filter analysis score 0.01 0.50

Min allowed QI score 0.50 0.60

Gross speed and directional comparison with

NWP forecast

No Yes

Max IR window target temperature 285 K 250 K
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AMV and rawinsonde/profiler comparison differences

to be shown later.

3. Applications of mesoscale AMVs to weather
diagnosis and forecasting

Before AMV validation statistics are presented, we

will first discuss the application of MESO to weather

diagnosis and forecasting. This section focuses on two

events over the central United States, the first occurring

on 13 June 2005 with complex flow patterns associated

with a midlatitude cyclone, and the second occurring on

8 June 2005 with mesoscale confluence and convective

storm initiation.

a. Case event 1: 13 June 2005

For the 13 June event, Fig. 1 illustrates the cloud field

associated with a weather system as observed by the

GOES-12 1-km VIS channel at 1645 UTC. A well-defined

cyclonic circulation is centered along the Nebraska–

South Dakota border, fair-weather cumulus are to the

southeast in the warm sector, and a surface convergence

zone (shown in blue) defines the boundary between a

very warm, moist air mass present in the southeast

United States and drier air to the northwest. This

boundary served as the focus for severe thunderstorm

development later in the day (see Fig. 2).

Figure 3 shows the AMV fields depicted using both

the OPER and MESO methods corresponding to the

imagery shown in Fig. 1. For this particular image se-

quence, 6239 vectors were identified using the MESO

method, as compared with 1108 conventional OPER

winds. Although the primary features of this scene, the

cyclonic circulation and southerly flow within the warm

sector, are captured by both AMV types, subtle differ-

ences exist that have important implications for weather

diagnosis and forecasting for this case.

We first focus on mid- to upper-level flow associated

with a well-defined cyclonic circulation over the central

Great Plains. Analysis of animated multispectral satel-

lite imagery by a human expert positioned the cyclonic

circulation over north-central Nebraska at the red X in

Figs. 4a and 4c. This is depicted very well by the MESO

field (Fig. 4c), but much less so by OPER (Fig. 4d),

which portrays a much broader, elongated circulation

extending across northern Nebraska and eastern South

Dakota. Figure 4b shows that the NOGAPS 6-h forecast

wind field, used as a first guess within the OPER

method, also positions the cyclonic circulation farther

to the east of that shown by MESO. The difference in

positions can be attributed in part to the ;1-h time

difference between the NWP and AMV fields. As this

circulation is depicted fairly well by the first guess, the

results suggest that the spatial targeting sizes used for

OPER IR and WV were too large to capture this fea-

ture (15 3 15 ;4-km-resolution pixels 5 ;720 km2 at

subsatellite point, but larger over this central U.S. do-

main). In contrast, the smaller targets (5 3 5 pixels 5

;25 km2 for ;1-km VIS and ;400 km2 for ;4-km IR

and WV) tracked in the upper troposphere allowed

MESO to resolve the mesoscale circulation. The MESO

field also captured a region of higher wind speeds

($25 m s21) across western Minnesota and the eastern

Dakotas, which is represented in the Navy Operational

TABLE 2. A summary of target and background wind analysis characteristics that would lead to an optimal AMV using current generation

geostationary AMV algorithms.

Optimal AMV target characteristics

Steady-state cloud features neither growing nor decaying in the vertical, with sharp, coherent edges

Cloud and WV targets represent a single/shallow tropospheric level/layer

A VIS or IR target should fill an entire 4-km IR pixel, with an opaque cloud top and an emissivity near 1, for the best application of the

IR-based height assignment techniques

Targets for clear-sky WV tracking should represent a shallow layer of concentrated WV within the mid- to upper troposphere (Rao et al.

2002) and exhibiting sharp horizontal gradients

Distinct appearance of target’s IR or VIS signature relative to the earth’s surface (i.e., target much colder than surface, no surface snow or

ice cover)

Targets within ;608 of the satellite nadir point; degradation can be expected outside of this radius toward the limbs of the satellite view

Optimal AMV target tracking and evolution behavior

Image temporal resolution: 5 min for VIS/IR and 30 min for WV (Velden et al. 2005)

Coherency in the shape and motion of the target over the tracking interval (low vertical shear environment; motion from advection, not

acceleration)

Image-to-image georeferenced coregistration accuracy to within ;1 pixel

Optimal background analysis characteristics

For the applications discussed in this study, mesoscale NWP model analyses with high spatial and vertical resolution to obtain accurate,

representative temperature profiles for use in AMV height assignment
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Global Atmospheric Prediction System (NOGAPS) field

but absent from OPER. These factors further highlight

the benefits of detailed feature tracking in detecting

subtle regions of enhanced upper-level jet flow.

Low-level flow within the warm sector of this system

from MESO, OPER, and NOGAPS is shown in Fig. 5.

A surface boundary served as the focus for severe thun-

derstorm development from 1900 to 2100 UTC. To the

southeast of the boundary, southerly winds of ;5 m s21

are represented by both AMV types across eastern Texas,

Louisiana, and Mississippi, a bit slower than those from

the NOGAPS.

Higher speed flow is found across northern Arkansas

and southern Missouri for both AMV types and

NOGAPS. MESO, however, detects a narrow corridor

of higher wind speed and variability (outlined in black)

not present in OPER, with several vectors exceeding

20 m s21. The NOGAPS forecast shows a region of

enhanced speed across southern Arkansas, but does not

extend this speed maximum to the southwest as de-

picted by MESO. The location of this narrow low-level

jet is highly correlated with thunderstorms that pro-

duced severe winds, whereas storms to the southwest in

a weaker flow were primarily hail producers (see Fig. 2).

Several tornado reports were in this higher–wind speed

region, indicating that the MESO product may have

depicted a localized region of enhanced low-level wind

shear favorable for tornadogenesis.

Another significant difference between MESO and

OPER is found along and to the north of the surface

boundary in Oklahoma. MESO depicts low-level flow

from the NW with numerous vectors. This flow is not

present in either OPER or the NOGAPS forecast.

These MESO vectors were obtained from the fine

northwest–southeast-oriented cumulus cloud streets in

central Oklahoma. Studies have indicated that the

cloud-top flow is generally within 108–208 of the orien-

tation of cloud streets (Lemone 1973). The Lamont

NOAA wind profiler (not shown) further validates the

presence of northwesterly flow in this region at this

time. The cloud streets and northwesterly MESO flow

extend to the south of the surface boundary, suggesting

some tilting with height.

b. Case event 2: 8 June 2005

Figure 6a shows GOES-12 VIS imagery at 1702 UTC

with small cumulus present across northeast Kansas, a

FIG. 1. GOES-12 1-km VIS imagery at 1645 UTC 13 Jun 2005. The location of a surface

convergence line, as identified by a human analyst using surface observations from 1700 UTC, is

highlighted in blue, which separates a warm, humid air mass to the south from drier air north and

west of the boundary. The red X illustrates the circulation center of a midlatitude cyclone.
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large convective storm complex in northern Missouri

and southern Iowa, and convective outflow and a cloud

band trailing to the west-southwest of this complex. The

movement of this cloud band from 1602–1732 UTC (as

identified by a human analyst) illustrates the progres-

sion of the band in VIS imagery to the east-southeast

over this time window. By 2332 UTC (Fig. 6b), the re-

gion of small cumulus in central Kansas has developed

into a line of deep convective storms, indicating that

sufficient forcing was present at earlier times to initiate

convection.

The MESO field in Fig. 7a is annotated to show the

locations of features described within 1702 UTC VIS

imagery. MESO shows confluence occurring at this

time in association with the small cumulus field in

central Kansas and that the two areas of outflow were

propagating southward away from the convective

complex. Although the multiple MESO observations

show a systematic turning of the wind along the entire

confluence zone, the only indication of confluence in

the OPER field at this time is one wind barb to the

southwest. Within the 1700 UTC wind profiler and

1800 UTC rawinsonde observations (see Fig. 7c), the

horizontal scale of the confluence was much larger.

The confluence is occurring over a spatial scale that

is not well resolved by OPER processing and in a

region with a relatively high number, but still inade-

quately spaced, upper-air observations. MESO pro-

cessing clearly resolves this flow pattern, which likely

contributed to forcing deep convection in the following

hours.

MESO also captures the southeastward movement of

the cloud band in southeast Kansas, though with some

spatial variability in the vector field. In contrast, OPER

shows only two westerly wind barbs with a higher height

assignment than vectors depicted by MESO (;700 hPa

for OPER, ;800 hPa for MESO). The IR window

brightness temperature TB of this band was ;288 K,

which corresponds to a pressure height of ;785 hPa and

agrees better with the MESO height assignment when

compared to the nearby Lamont 1800 UTC sounding

(not shown). The Neodesha, Kansas, profiler (black

box, Fig. 7c) indicates southwesterly flow at 850 hPa,

even though this profiler is perfectly situated to observe

the motion and passage of the cloud band. A time–

height display of Neodesha profiler observations (see

Fig. 8) shows that northwest winds are not observed

at any time between 1630 and 1730 UTC and below

the 500-hPa level. The flow from 500–200 hPa (not

shown) becomes southwesterly and would not likely

have an impact in moving this low cloud band. As a

human analyst can clearly identify the southeastward

FIG. 2. Severe thunderstorm reports from 1200 UTC 13 Jun to 1159 UTC 14 Jun 2005. Reports present along and

north of the surface boundary shown in Fig. 1 occurred after 1930 UTC, nearly 3 h after the period of focus for this paper.
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motion of this band and the satellite-derived AMVs

attempt to represent what a human observes through

the objective tracking of cloud gradient patterns, this

calls into question the fundamental assumption of AMV

algorithms and validation studies in that 1) clouds are

nondeveloping features that are transported by the sur-

rounding flow and 2) the satellite-observed cloud mo-

tions should match the actual wind flow at a single

atmospheric level.

4. Validation data and methodology

For the statistical validation component of this study,

GOES-12 experimental MESO and NOAA/NESDIS

OPER AMVs within 25 km of the Lamont 404-MHz

NOAA wind profiler site (LMNO2) were collected over

a 1-yr period from April 2005 to 2006, providing a data-

base of 15 332 MESO and 1132 OPER VIS, WV, and

IR window channel vectors. MESO AMVs are processed

FIG. 3. (top) MESO over the central United States at 1645 UTC 13 Jun 2005. Vectors are

colored by AMV height assignment. (bottom) OPER acquired using the same three-image

sequence. A full (half) wind barb represents a wind speed of 10 m s21 (5 m s21).
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every 15–30 mins during the daytime in support of con-

vective storm nowcasting applications, which require

use of the GOES VIS channel. The MESO processing

scheme is by no means limited to daytime operations, but

a high percentage of the AMV information is provided

through VIS channel cloud tracking. OPER AMVs are

processed during both day and night every 3 h in support

of global NWP model assimilation and other NOAA

operations. Both OPER and MESO datasets use a mini-

mum wind speed of 4 m s21 to mitigate depiction of

spurious motions that could be caused by errors in satel-

lite data navigation and/or image-to-image registration.

Three sets of comparisons will be shown in the fol-

lowing section. One comparison incorporates collocated

AMV, wind profiler, and rawinsonde observations.

These results are shown to evaluate MESO accuracy

versus the rawinsonde, which is generally used within

the literature to evaluate the quality of satellite AMV

products (see Nieman et al. 1997; Velden et al. 2005).

The results from this comparison will also demonstrate

the relative accuracy and consistency of 404-MHz wind

profiler observations, as few AMV validation studies

have been performed with this data (Susko and Herman

1995). The statistics used in the comparison of these

datasets are vector root-mean-squared difference (VRMS),

directional RMS (DRMS) and wind speed bias. The

equations used to compute these statistics are described

by Nieman et al. (1997).

Once proof of profiler measurement consistency and

accuracy has been established, a second set of comparisons

focuses exclusively on AMV and profiler data matches,

which provide a much larger sample size of collocated

wind observations. This will allow for match statistics to be

separated by AMV height and quality-control parameter

FIG. 4. (a) GOES-12 1-km VIS channel imagery centered on a closed low pressure center over the U.S. central Great Plains at 1645

UTC. (b) NOGAPS model 6-h forecast of the 300-hPa wind field valid at 1800 UTC. (c) All MESO within the 500–100-hPa layer at 1645

UTC. (d) All OPER within the 500–100-hPa layer at 1645 UTC. Wind barbs are colored by wind speed (m s21). A full (half) wind barb

represents a wind speed of 10 m s21 (5 m s21). The red X illustrates the center of circulation of the cloud field as identified by a human

analyst.
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information. Last, a direct comparison between MESO

and OPER will be shown for situations where the two

methods found an AMV from near-identical scenes. Table

3 provides a summary of the spatial and temporal match

criteria for these comparisons.

Vaisala RS-92 rawinsonde wind profiles are com-

pared to AMVs and 6-min wind profiler observations to

evaluate the relative accuracy of these wind estimates

versus an accepted standard for wind measurement.

Four rawinsondes are launched per day in normal op-

erations at the SGP Central Facility. When supple-

mental rawinsondes from intensive observation periods

are added to the operational rawinsonde database,

quality-controlled data from 1628 rawinsondes are in-

cluded in this study. The measurement accuracy of the

Vaisala RS-92 rawinsondes, which use a Loran C

windfinding system near the ARM SGP site, is esti-

mated to be 0.5 m s21 (Coulter et al. 2005). For refer-

ence, the rawinsonde launch site is located 7 km away

from the Lamont 404-MHz wind profiler site.

Quality-controlled 6-min resolution data from the

Lamont 404-MHz NOAA wind profiler are compared

to GOES AMVs to evaluate AMV speed and direction.

Since satellite AMVs are height assigned to pressure

levels, the profiler sampling levels must be converted

from altitude (in meters) to pressure (in hPa) to directly

compare the two datasets. This conversion is performed

using a time-matched initial analysis pressure/height

profile from the operational Rapid Update Cycle 20-km

resolution model run (RUC-20; Benjamin et al. 2002)

for the model grid point closest to the ARM site. As a

three-image sequence of 15-min resolution GOES-12

data is most often used to compute AMVs, at least five

of the six possible 6-min wind profiles within this 30-min

FIG. 5. (a) GOES-12 1-km VIS channel imagery centered on an airmass boundary over the Southern Great Plains at 1645 UTC.

(b) NOGAPS model 6-h forecast of the 850-hPa wind field valid at 1800 UTC. (c) All MESO within the 1000–850-hPa layer at 1645 UTC.

(d) All OPER within the 1000–850-hPa layer at 1645 UTC. Wind barbs are colored by wind speed (m s21). A full (half) wind barb

represents a wind speed of 10 m s21 (5 m s21). The blue line represents the approximate location of a surface boundary, as identified by a

human analyst using surface observations from 1700 UTC. The black line outlines a narrow low-level jet identified within the MESO field.
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window are time averaged together (centered in time on

the middle GOES image) to remove small-scale wind

variability and provide a set of wind observations that is

reasonable and ‘‘fair’’ to compare with GOES AMVs.

Vectors above the 7500-m level are matched only with

profiler ‘‘high mode’’ observations, as a much greater

number of high-mode observations pass quality-control

checks than those from the low mode within the profiler

‘‘overlap region’’ extending between 7500 and 9250 m

(Petersen and Bedka 2007).

It is understood that neither rawinsondes nor wind

profilers provide absolute truth wind measurements,

but merely offer stable, well-calibrated comparison

datasets. The wind profilers have the advantage of

providing high–temporal resolution observations, which

allow for a large sample database of well-collocated

AMV and profiler observations. In contrast, wind ob-

servations from rawinsonde may be slightly more ac-

curate, but the limited number of observations made

during normal SGP Central Facility operations greatly

reduces the possible data matches. Detailed compari-

sons of ;400-MHz UHF wind profiler and rawinsonde

wind observations through the full depth of the tropo-

sphere are shown by Weber et al. (1990) for the hourly

operational profiler product and Petersen and Bedka

(2007) for the 6-min-resolution product. Validation

of a half-hourly averaged wind profiler product using

ground-based radar wind estimates is described by Yoe

et al. (1992).

5. Results of AMV quantitative assessment

a. Comparison of MESO and NOAA wind profiler
to rawinsonde

Figure 9 provides a set of scatter diagrams for the

2272 collocated MESO, wind profiler, and rawinsonde

observations. These results are shown to evaluate

MESO accuracy versus the rawinsonde, which is gen-

erally regarded as the standard for accuracy in wind

measurement, as well as to validate 404-MHz 30-min

mean wind profiler observations. Very close agreement

exists between rawinsonde and profiler observations,

with a VRMS of 2.92 m s21, DRMS of 14.38 (not

shown), and near-zero speed bias. Wind component

differences show a limited degree of scatter but no

data points have a component difference larger than

10 m s21. Close agreement between wind profiler and

rawinsonde observations contributes to similar VRMS

for both the AMV–profiler (8.5 m s21) and AMV–

rawinsonde (8.7 m s21) comparisons. Wind speed and

vector biases are nearly identical as well.

Although the previous analysis generally indicates

close agreement between rawinsonde and profiler, it is

also important to examine the relative accuracy of

profiler data with height. Figure 10 provides a compar-

ison between profiler and rawinsonde wind data where

the rawinsonde was within 0–25 km of the profiler site,

the same distance criteria that will be used for AMV–

profiler comparisons. This comparison shows that

VRMS differences between 2 and 3 m s21 are present

within the 700–200-hPa pressure layer and there is a

significant VRMS increase above and below this layer.

The larger low-level differences are likely the result of

increased local variability due to mixing processes

within and at the top of the boundary layer. The larger

FIG. 6. GOES-12 1-km VIS imagery at (a) 1702 UTC and (b)

2332 UTC 8 Jun 2005. The location of a line of small cumulus is

identified with a solid line and two convective outflow boundaries

are identified with a dashed line in (a). The location and extent of a

cloud band at 1602, 1632, 1702, and 1732 UTC in southeast Kansas

and northern Oklahoma is shown with a dotted line in (a).
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differences aloft can be attributed to both increased

profiler instrument error and the fact that the decreased

vertical resolution of high-mode profiler data may not

be able to fully capture the strong vertical wind shear

that often occurs near the tropopause.

A full description of this comparison and an analysis

of spatial and temporal wind variability is provided by

Petersen and Bedka (2007). The results of the Petersen

and Bedka study and those of Figs. 9 and 10 demon-

strate that good confidence can be placed in quality-

controlled 6-min NOAA Wind Profiler Network data

within the 700–200-hPa layer. Though we will compare

AMVs to profiler observations within the entire 1000–

100-hPa layer in the following section, care must be

taken in interpreting the results above 200 hPa.

b. Comparison of NOAA wind profiler to MESO
and OPER

A comparison between MESO and NOAA wind pro-

filer observations is shown in Fig. 11. For the 11 832

comparisons shown here, the VRMS (DRMS) is 8.5 m s21

(348). Bias statistics reveal that the mean MESO speed

is 0.48 m s21 faster than the mean profiler speed, with

the mean direction differing by only 1.78. Scatter point

maxima (in grayscale) are found along the diagonal in

Figs. 11a and 11b and near the origin in Fig. 11c. Points

found in the upper left and lower right of Fig. 11c are

a function of the fact that wind direction varies from

08 to 3608, and they do not necessarily represent large

differences in direction or adversely affect the statistical

comparisons between MESO and profiler [e.g., a di-

rection observation of 3598 is very close to a 18 obser-

vation; see Fisher (1993) for a description of directional

comparison methodology]. MESO provides ‘‘good’’

wind estimates for 43% of the total vector matches

(5087 out of 11 832 vectors), if good is defined as a

vector difference of less than 5 m s21 (not shown).

Figure 12 (black bars) shows that MESO matches are

well distributed throughout the troposphere, with a

slight maximum in the 150–300-hPa pressure layer.

Figure 13 is similar to Fig. 11 except that OPER

produced by NOAA/NESDIS are compared with pro-

filer data. For the 721 comparisons shown here, the

VRMS (DRMS) is 5.6 m s21 (188). These statistics show

that significantly better agreement exists between the

coarser-resolution OPER and profiler wind observations

than that from the larger number of higher-resolution

MESO comparisons described above. Tighter clustering

along the diagonal can be seen in Figs. 13a,b, and the

origin in Fig. 13c, with fewer outliers than the MESO

comparisons relative to the total number of matches.

FIG. 7. (a) MESO, (b) OPER, and (c) 1700 UTC NOAA

Wind Profiler Network and 1800 UTC rawinsonde observa-

tions at 850 hPa. The solid and dashed black lines match those

of Fig. 6a, and the oval corresponds to the spatial extent of the

cloud band shown in Fig. 6a. The Neodesha wind profiler ob-

servation is outlined by a black box in (c). Wind barbs are

colored by pressure (hPa). A full (half) wind barb represents a

wind speed of 10 m s21 (5 m s21).
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The mean wind speed observed by OPER AMVs is

;3.6 m s21 faster than MESO. This may be related to

the fact that ;81% of the data matches are found within

the 400–100-hPa layer (see Fig. 12, exact percentage

between 400 and 100 hPa not explicitly shown), which

corresponds well with the height range of the tropo-

spheric wind speed maximum over the central United

States. Based upon the above definition, OPER exhibits

good agreement with the profiler for 65% (469 out of

721 vectors) of the data matches.

As MESO–profiler differences are significantly larger

than those of OPER, we will examine the scene char-

acteristics for significant outliers in Fig. 13 to better

understand scenarios for which MESO and profiler ex-

hibit poor agreement. For this analysis, we consider a

significant outlier as a MESO–profiler vector difference

greater than three standard deviations from the mean

vector difference. The mean (standard deviation) vec-

tor difference of 11 832 MESO–profiler matches was

6.85 m s21 (5.04 m s21). We are examining matches with

a vector difference greater than ;22 m s21, which pro-

vides 141 vectors for this analysis. GOES-12 animated

multispectral imagery is examined for these vectors and

three primary scene types were associated with 97% of

the outlier AMVs. The three scene types were those

featuring cirrus (53% of outliers), multilayered (33%),

and cumuliform (both immature and deep convective;

11%) clouds. Thin cirrus and multilayered clouds rep-

resent a significant challenge for IR-based cloud-top

and AMV height assignment algorithms, so the fact that

these situations represent the vast majority of the out-

liers is expected. As shown by the 8 June 2005 case in

section 3, the apparent motion of cumuliform clouds in

satellite imagery can differ significantly from the ob-

served wind flow, contributing significant ‘‘error’’ to the

comparison statistics.

Additional statistics for matches separated by pressure-

level and quality-control parameter information are

provided to further characterize and understand the

AMV–profiler differences described above (Tables 5, 6).

Table 4 provides a summary of the aforementioned sta-

tistics for the entire match database and will serve as a

reference for the discussion below.

The results in Table 5 can be used to better under-

stand the relative accuracy of AMVs with height. MESO

AMVs within the lowest layer (1000–851 hPa) exhibit

the highest DRMS, as well as a slightly negative speed

bias relative to other layers. The limited number of

FIG. 8. A time–height display of 6-min wind profiler observations from the Neodesha profiler site between 1630 and

1730 UTC 8 Jun 2005. The 1700 UTC wind profile is outlined by a black rectangle, which corresponds to the time of the

wind fields depicted by MESO and OPER in Fig. 7. A full (half) wind barb represents a wind speed of 10 m s21 (5 m s21).
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OPER–profiler matches from the 1000–701-hPa layer

exhibit relatively high DRMS as well. For 271 MESO–

rawinsonde matches below the 850-hPa level, compari-

son with rawinsonde data shows a VRMS (DRMS) of

6.94 m s21 (42.38) (not shown), significantly lower than

the results for profiler comparisons shown in Table 5.

When 386 MESO–rawinsonde matches are evaluated

within the 850–701-hPa layer, the results are much closer

to those shown in Table 5, with a VRMS (DRMS)

8.17 m s21 (37.28). AMV–rawinsonde differences from the

mid- and upper layers also agree very well with those from

the AMV–profiler comparisons (not shown). Because it is

possible though that unrepresentative wind measure-

ments were collected by rawinsonde between 1000 and

850 hPa, the true wind may lie somewhere in the middle

of the observations collected by the two instruments.

However, the profiler–rawinsonde comparison from Fig. 9

suggests that it is more likely that a portion of the in-

creased low-level AMV–profiler differences arises from

comparisons in situations with significant spatial wind

variability or local boundary layer mixing.

The purpose of AMV quality-control algorithms such

as QI is to objectively determine the relative accuracy of

an AMV. Holmlund (1998) describes the following five

tests that are used to formulate the QI score parameter,

subvector 1) speed, 2) vector, and 3) directional differ-

ences, 4) spatial consistency with neighboring AMVs,

and 5) NWP model forecast agreement. Thus, an OPER

with a high-QI parameter value represents consistent

satellite-derived flow across a three-image sequence and

good agreement with neighboring AMVs and an inter-

polated NWP model (NOGAPS) forecast wind vector.

The effect of test 5 is removed from MESO processing

to minimize the NWP model influence on the resulting

vector field.

An evaluation of the impact of changing algorithm

quality-control parameters on relative AMV accuracy

is shown in Table 6. For QI, a score of 1 would be

considered the most accurate possible depiction of the

atmospheric flow at the specified level, with lower

scores indicating a lesser accuracy. While the QI algo-

rithm was developed using vectors from OPER pro-

cessing settings, the comparisons here will study

whether or not QI information can be used to identify

MESO of higher relative accuracy. It should be noted

here that because QI score data were not available for

both May and September 2005, the table only includes

506 out of the 721 total OPER data matches. The re-

sults show that AMVs with higher QI parameter values

exhibit better agreement with profiler data. OPER

AMVs with high QI scores compare exceptionally well,

with vector and directional RMS differences of and

4.6 m s21 and 9.28. For the lowest QI score range, OPER

AMV RMS differences are much higher than those

from the entire match database. MESO AMV–profiler

vector differences are reduced by 1.5 m s21 (17%) when

the QI score increases from the lowest to the highest

range.

Table 7 provides a summary of the MESO–profiler

agreement after removal of all MESO derived from

the thin cirrus and deep convection scene types and

the application of stringent QI-based quality control.

Multispectral imagery from the entire 1-yr MESO da-

tabase was examined to identify vectors from these two

‘‘outlier’’ scene types. All MESO from multilayered

clouds could not be definitively identified for the entire

database, so these remain in the AMV database with the

understanding that the AMV–profiler agreement would

likely improve even further if they could be effectively

removed. As implied in the outlier analysis above,

TABLE 3. A summary of dataset match criteria for MESO, OPER, wind profiler, and rawinsonde statistical comparisons.

Datasets compared

No. of

matches

Horizontal match

criterion

Vertical match

criterion Temporal match criterion

Comparison 1: Collocated NOAA wind profiler, rawinsonde, and MESO

NOAA wind profiler and rawinsonde 2272 25 km 2 hPa 63 min

NOAA wind profiler and MESO 2272 25 km 10 hPa 30-min mean profiler data centered

on AMV time

Rawinsonde and MESO 2272 25 km 2 hPa Balloon launch within 630 min of MESO time

Comparison 2: Collocated NOAA wind profiler with MESO and OPER

NOAA wind profiler and MESO 11 832 25 km 10 hPa 30-min mean profiler data centered on

AMV time

NOAA wind profiler and OPER 721 25 km 10 hPa 30-min mean profiler data centered on

AMV time

Comparison 3: Direct comparison between MESO and OPER

MESO and OPER 247 50 km 25 hPa 30 min
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Table 7 shows that MESO–profiler VRMS is higher

than the total match database VRMS for AMVs from

these two scene types. Poor agreement for deep con-

vection cases does not necessarily imply that MESO

were grossly incorrect, since deep convection can induce

significant spatial wind variability within the 0–25-km

match radius. AMVs from these two types represent

;20% of the total database (2412 of 11 832 total MESO)

and their removal improves the AMV–profiler match

agreement by 0.20 m s21 over the total VRMS shown

in Table 4. A ‘‘best case scenario’’ is also presented in

Table 7, where the outlier AMV types are removed

in addition to the QI score being increased to a value

at or above 0.90. VRMS agreement for this scenario is

1.81 m s21 higher than that of the total OPER database

with nearly 3 times the number of vectors.

FIG. 9. (a) A comparison of MESO speed (m s21) with rawinsonde wind observations for the 1-yr study period.

Positive speed biases indicate that MESO wind speeds are faster than profiler/rawinsonde observations. (b) MESO vs

rawinsonde u- and y-component wind differences. (c),(d) As in (a),(b) but MESO and NOAA wind profiler ob-

servations are compared. (e),(f) As in (a),(b) but NOAA wind profiler and rawinsonde observations are compared.

Positive speed biases in (e) indicate that profiler wind speeds are faster than rawinsonde observations. All validation

statistics in plot legends are also in meters per second.
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c. MESO and OPER AMV direct comparison

The statistical results described thus far indicate that

OPER exhibit much closer agreement with profiler,

with the OPER–profiler VRMS difference being ;3 m s21

lower than MESO for the entire match database. In an

effort to understand how and why MESO is observing

differing flow than OPER, we will directly compare

MESO and OPER for scenes where both vector types

were present. AMVs are compared when vectors are

within 50 km and 30 min of each other and have height

assignments differing by less than 25 hPa. These criteria

were selected to include the highest possible number of

data matches within a reasonable temporal and spatial

window. Figure 14 shows that the VRMS (DRMS) dif-

ference between vectors of the two processing types is

7.6 m s21 (14.28). These values are much higher than one

might expect, given the identical or very similar scenes

being evaluated within this 30-min time window.

To better understand the characteristics of these dif-

ferences, we have closely examined animated GOES-12

multispectral imagery in two situations: where vector

differences between MESO and OPER are 1) less than

2 m s21 and 2) greater than 10 m s21. Of the 247 total

matches, 51 (39) AMV pairs agreed well (poorly). Im-

agery analysis reveals that the majority (75%) of the

disparate AMV pairs originated from scenes with either

multilayered or deep convective clouds. Pairs that ex-

hibit good agreement originate from scenes with strato-

and altocumulus, ‘‘fair weather’’ cumulus, stratus, and

thick cirrus clouds. When the two types of AMVs agree

well, comparison to profiler indicates a 4.4 m s21 VRMS

difference for both processing schemes (not shown).

When these AMVs have poor agreement, comparison

with profiler provides an 11.5 m s21 VRMS for MESO

and 8.2 m s21 for OPER (also not shown).

6. Discussion

The case study examples demonstrate that MESO can

provide a wealth of realistic flow information over a

broad geographic region in near–real time. These ex-

amples coupled with statistical validation results show

that the impressive amount of flow information por-

trayed by the MESO comes with a cost though, namely

increased spatial variability in the resulting AMV field.

A subjective examination of the MESO and, to a lesser

extent, OPER field in Figs. 3–5 and 7 reveals that sig-

nificant variability can exist between closely spaced

AMVs. This variability can hinder the effective use and

interpretation of the MESO product, as high vector

density coupled with natural spatial and vertical vari-

ability of the environmental wind field causes problems

in understanding which vectors are most representative

of the true flow.

Some degree of qualitative agreement is needed be-

tween nearby AMVs and the cloud pattern evolution in

animated satellite imagery before a set of AMVs should

FIG. 10. The VRMS difference between Lamont 6-min wind profiler and rawinsonde observations

from April 2005 to 2006 when the rawinsonde was within 25 km of the profiler site.
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be accepted as realistic and accurate by a forecaster. As

shown in Fig. 7a, northwest wind flow shown by nu-

merous MESO and OPER depicted actual motions of a

low cloud band as observed within animated GOES-12

VIS imagery. The flow observed by collocated profiler

data differs significantly from that portrayed in ani-

mated imagery, which would contribute a substantial

degree of ‘‘error’’ to a statistical comparison. It is highly

unlikely that this is the only case where apparent satellite-

observed mesoscale cloud motions do not match the

winds observed by the Lamont rawinsondes or profiler

over the duration of the 1-yr statistical validation study

period. Satellites simply observe cloud and water vapor

motions and the relationship between this motion and

the observed wind field is uncertain, especially for me-

soscale gravity wave phenomena. Objective motion es-

timates from MESO for such phenomena can provide

insight into atmospheric processes occurring at the me-

soscale, which could have an impact within the forecast

process. One should keep this in mind when assuming

that the 8.5 m s21 MESO–profiler VRMS is entirely a

result of errant or ‘‘bad’’ vectors.

As the target box sizes are reduced significantly

(relative to OPER) for MESO processing, one issue

that may lead to increased error is related to limitations

in VIS AMV height assignment accuracy for small

(,4-km width) cumulus clouds. VIS AMVs are gener-

ally assigned heights via the ‘‘IR window’’ technique,

where the cloud-top 10.7-mm TB is directly related to an

NWP model temperature profile. When a VIS cloud

feature does not fill an entire 4-km IR pixel, radiation

from the earth’s surface also reaches the satellite sensor,

causing the IR TB assigned to the VIS cloud to be

FIG. 11. A comparison of MESO with NOAA wind

profiler (a) speed (m s21) and (b) direction for the

1-yr study period. (c) MESO vs wind profiler u- and

y-component wind differences. Positive speed biases

indicate that the mean AMV wind speed is faster than

that observed by wind profiler. Information in plot

legends is in meters per second for speed and vector

statistics and degrees for direction statistics.

FIG. 12. A histogram of AMV to wind profiler match heights.

MESO (OPER) matches are shown in black (gray).
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warmer than its true cloud-top temperature. Therefore

the cloud is assigned a height that is likely too low

(Bedka et al. 2005), causing the AMV to be compared

with flow from the wrong profiler and rawinsonde level.

A small VIS cloud feature may be tracked perfectly in

this case, but the resulting AMV could still carry an

observation error as a result of this issue.

Differences in the composition and size of targets

tracked by both MESO and OPER add further com-

plication toward interpreting the differences between

validation statistics, as motions from smaller scales are

represented by MESO. Smaller 5 3 5 pixel MESO

feature tracking boxes can capture detailed cloud and

WV gradient features in a multilayer or deep convective

cloud scene, compared to the OPER method where an

ensemble of targets from differing levels can be con-

tained in a 15 3 15 pixel box. Finescale motions of in-

dividual cloud elements are often not captured well in

the synoptic-scale background wind analysis, but can

move faster than an ensemble of clouds. Since MESO

are not forced to agree with a background wind analysis,

these motions can often pass through the quality-control

methods and be considered good vectors, provided their

speed, directional, and spatial coherency are sufficient.

An ensemble of features tracked by the OPER method

may move differently across an image sequence than any

single feature. An AMV from this ensemble motion will

be considered a good vector if this movement fits well

with the synoptic-scale background wind analysis and

passes the QI checks. Thus, we end up with two disparate

vectors, each of which represent some flow pattern ob-

served within imagery and is therefore considered good

within its respective processing framework.

7. Conclusions

The results of the statistical comparison between

AMV and NOAA wind demonstrate that OPER exhibit

FIG. 13. A comparison of OPER with NOAA wind

profiler (a) speed (m s21) and (b) direction for the 1-yr

study period. (c) MESO vs wind profiler u- and

y-component differences. The speed bias definition is

the same as in Fig. 3.

TABLE 4. A summary of match statistics for all MESO and OPER to wind profiler matches.

Comparison type

No. of

vectors

Directional

RMS (8)

Wind speed

bias (m s21)

Wind speed diff

std dev (m s21)

Wind speed

RMS (m s21)

Vector diff

std dev (m s21)

Vector

RMS (m s21)

All MESO vectors 11 832 34.02 0.48 5.76 5.78 8.03 8.50

All OPER vectors 721 18.09 0.89 4.02 4.13 5.00 5.56
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closer agreement with ground-based observations than

individual MESO for all height layers and AMV algo-

rithm quality statistic values. Over a 1-yr period, the

results show that MESO AMVs provide ‘‘good’’ wind

estimates (less than 5 m s21 VRMS differences) for 43%

of the total vector matches (5087 out of 11 832 vectors),

compared to 65% (469 out of 721 vectors) for the OPER

method. Agreement between AMV and profiler is much

closer though for higher QI statistic values and situa-

tions when MESO and OPER from near-identical

scenes agree well. The MESO method provides a much

more even vertical distribution of vectors compared to

OPER, where the vectors were concentrated within the

400–100-hPa layer. Problematic scene types for both

processing methods were deep convection, thin cirrus,

and multilayered clouds.

Comparisons of collocated 6-min wind profiler and

rawinsonde observations show VRMS differences of

;2.5 m s21 within the 700–200-hPa layer, increasing to

over 3.5 m s21 within the stratosphere and near the

mean top of the planetary boundary layer and earth’s

surface. Despite the presence of larger VRMS differ-

ences at some levels, the stability of the VRMS profile

between 700 and 200 hPa in combination with the lack

of significant outliers in the profiler–rawinsonde match

database suggests that 6-min, ;400-MHz UHF wind

profiler data can be used to evaluate and better under-

stand satellite AMV error characteristics.

Although individual MESO estimates may not always

be as ‘‘accurate’’ as those depicted by the OPER

method, the case event examples shown within this

paper and other previous studies illustrate that the

vastly increased MESO flow field density can benefit the

diagnosis and forecasting of mesoscale weather phe-

nomena in near–real time. Specifically, they provide

useful indicators of the presence of low-level conflu-

ence, vertical wind shear, convective outflow, and mid-

to upper-level divergence and vorticity patterns that are

important in forecasting a variety of weather events.

Comparisons to profiler observations for the 8 June

2005 event show that the apparent motion of a cloud

band in animated satellite imagery differed significantly

from perfectly collocated profiler observations, which

calls into question the fundamental assumptions of

AMV algorithms and validation studies that 1) clouds

are nondeveloping features that are transported by the

surrounding flow and 2) the satellite-observed cloud

motions should match the actual wind flow at a single

atmospheric level. To effectively use these AMV data

for forecasting applications, forecasters should have

some preliminary knowledge of the cloud pattern evo-

lution within animated satellite imagery so they can

TABLE 5. A summary of match statistics for all MESO and OPER to wind profiler matches, separated by AMV height assignment.

Comparison type

No. of

vectors

Directional

RMS (8)

Wind speed

bias (m s21)

Wind speed

diff std

dev (m s21)

Wind speed

RMS (m s21)

Vector

diff std

dev (m s21)

Vector RMS

(m s21)

MESO AMV

VIS/IR/WV 1000–851 hPa 1227 51.10 20.23 5.17 5.17 6.78 8.66

VIS/IR/WV 850–701 hPa 2108 40.09 1.54 4.97 5.20 7.53 7.91

VIS/IR/WV 700–401 hPa 3686 36.73 0.78 5.54 5.59 8.12 8.68

VIS/IR/WV 400–100 hPa 4811 21.10 20.04 6.30 6.31 7.99 8.58

OPER AMV

VIS/IR/WV 1000–701 hPa 27 30.53 21.24 2.93 3.19 3.60 5.93

VIS/IR/WV 700–401 hPa 108 24.36 20.57 4.03 4.08 4.67 5.42

VIS/IR/WV 400–100 hPa 586 16.01 1.25 3.98 4.17 4.73 5.57

TABLE 6. A summary of match statistics for all MESO and OPER to wind profiler matches, separated by QI analysis score.

Comparison type

No. of

vectors

Directional

RMS (8)

Wind speed

bias (m s21)

Wind speed

diff std

dev (m s21)

Wind speed

RMS (m s21)

Vector

diff std

dev (m s21)

Vector RMS

(m s21)

MESO AMV

0.50 # QI score , 0.75 6216 39.74 0.17 5.97 5.95 8.19 8.98

0.75 # QI score , 0.90 2625 30.79 0.71 5.65 5.69 8.01 8.33

0.90 # QI score 2991 25.40 0.82 5.40 5.47 7.35 7.46

OPER AMV

0.60 # QI score , 0.75 105 29.07 0.54 5.34 5.37 6.69 7.44

0.75 # QI score , 0.90 120 14.13 0.10 4.20 4.19 5.19 5.35

0.9 # QI score 281 9.18 1.06 3.45 3.60 3.81 4.63
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better differentiate useful AMV information from

grossly errant flow estimates. One must also determine

whether greater vector temporal update frequency and

spatial flow detail (MESO method) or better relative

accuracy (OPER method) will better suit his/her par-

ticular application when selecting an AMV processing

scheme.

Assimilation of sets of high-quality MESO into a re-

gional NWP model could provide positive impact on

subsequent forecasts because of a more detailed rep-

resentation of upper-air conditions at the mesoscale. As

there would likely be mismatches between the atmo-

spheric state represented by the conventional upper-air

observing network and the MESO field, assimilation

methods will need to be devised to optimize the reten-

tion of good information from MESO within an NWP

model. Through the assimilation process, we will seek to

gain an understanding of ‘‘value added’’ information

provided by the MESO product to the initial analysis,

considering the superior MESO density, greater overall

MESO error, and NWP model horizontal resolution.

Future work will focus on these topics as well as the

development of an AMV quality-control scheme better

suited to operate on flow of the MESO product density.

This new QC method could focus on combining closely

spaced MESO to get an ‘‘ensemble average’’ observa-

tion, which should improve the overall accuracy and

representativeness of the resulting AMV. Another QC

approach could be to objectively identify scene char-

acteristics and flag AMVs from the scene types shown to

correspond with poor agreement to wind profiler in this

study. Another future work item will be to further un-

derstand the AMV representativeness and height assign-

ment uncertainty relative to high–vertical resolution

ARM rawinsonde observations, which can help to de-

termine the optimal way to assimilate and retain AMV

information within NWP models.
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TABLE 7. A summary of statistics for MESO wind profiler matches for AMVs that were derived from thin cirrus and deep convective

clouds and the statistical impact of removing these AMVs from the entire match database.

Comparison type

No. of

vectors

Directional

RMS (8)

Wind speed

bias (m s21)

Wind speed

diff std

dev (m s21)

Wind speed

RMS (m s21)

Vector

diff std

dev (m s21)

Vector RMS

(m s21)

MESO from thin cirrus 1804 27.57 1.47 6.23 6.40 7.76 8.89

MESO from deep convection 608 33.88 21.10 7.01 7.10 9.14 10.19

All MESO with no thin cirrus 10 028 35.00 0.30 5.66 5.67 7.97 8.43

All MESO with no thin cirrus

and deep convection

9420 34.98 0.39 5.55 5.56 7.89 8.30

All MESO with no thin cirrus,

no deep convection, and QI . 90

2170 26.33 0.65 5.26 5.31 7.09 7.37

FIG. 14. A comparison between collocated MESO and OPER (a) speed and (b) direction for the 1-yr study period.

A negative bias indicates that the MESO are slower than OPER on average.
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